Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Among the numerous platforms that have been tested in quantum information, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\chi }^{(2)}$$\end{document}$ nonlinear media and, in particular, bulk crystals have been historically the workhorse for photon-pair generation due to the relative ease in terms of experimental setup, their cost and their availability^[@CR1]^. Four-wave mixing mechanism in $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\chi }^{(3)}$$\end{document}$ media, and in particular waveguides and optical fibers have gained much attention in the recent years because of the new prospects they offer in terms of scalability and integrability. For instance, more than 550 silicon-based photonic components have been recently integrated on a single silicon chip, including 16 identical four-wave mixing photon-pair sources^[@CR2]^. Alternatively, fiber-based photon-pair sources have many advantages; they are easily manufacturable, cost effective, robust, alignment-free and compatible with fiber optical network since the photon-pairs are directly emitted in the fundamental transverse guided mode of a fiber. Furthermore, and unlike silicon-based materials, optical fibers don't suffer from two-photon absorption or free carriers effect^[@CR3]^, and their dispersion can be readily engineered.

Within the fiber-related endeavors, photon-pairs have been produced in many different architectures encompassing single-mode fiber^[@CR4],[@CR5]^, dispersion-shifted fiber^[@CR6]--[@CR9]^, birefringent single-mode fiber^[@CR10],[@CR11]^, micro/nano-fiber^[@CR12],[@CR13]^ and photonic crystal fiber (PCF)^[@CR14]--[@CR20]^. However, the performances of these photon-pair sources are most often plagued by a concomitant nonlinear effect, Raman-scattering (RS). Indeed, in addition to the four-wave mixing process leading to photon-pair generation, an interaction between the pump and phonons in the medium results in the generation of scattered photons. Due to the amorphous nature of silica (i.e. the fiber core material), the Raman gain is broadband and continuous^[@CR21]^, thus generating a large amount of scattered photons around the pump frequency. In fact, regardless of the photon-pair frequencies, some Raman-scattered photons will be generated at the same frequencies and same polarisation and thus cannot be filtered. For this reason, RS degrades the achievable signal to noise ratio^[@CR22],[@CR23]^. RS can be reduced by cooling down the fiber to cryogenic temperature at T = 77 K^[@CR4],[@CR8],[@CR9],[@CR24],[@CR25]^, T = 4 K^[@CR7]^ or even 2 K^[@CR26]^, which does not suppress it completely, and adds a layer of experimental difficulty making it much less practical for applications and limiting integration possibilities. An alternative solution, compatible with room temperature operation, is to generate the photon-pair with a large spectral separation from the pump. The Raman gain spectrum extends as far as 30 THz from the pump frequency with a peak at 13.1 THz^[@CR27]^. Past this region, the Raman noise is less detrimental. This approach has been mostly investigated in PCF^[@CR15],[@CR16],[@CR28]--[@CR31]^ since the versatility of its design allows the generation of photon-pairs with a large detuning from the pump wavelength. However, higher order RS processes still corrupt the parametric photon-pair generation, as described in^[@CR13],[@CR15],[@CR32]^. This results from an interaction with multiple phonons, spreading the RS noise to an even larger separation from the pump. An ideal solution consists in changing the propagation medium (silica) to a nonlinear Raman-inactive medium. Hollow-core photonic crystal fibers (HCPCF) allow to guide light into a gas or a liquid with a negligible optical overlap with the glass. With Inhibited-Coupling guiding HCPCF (IC-HCPCF)^[@CR33]^, this overlap can be as low as 10^−6^. Several demonstrations have shown the ability to explore Raman-free nonlinear optics^[@CR34]--[@CR36]^. However, despite the ubiquitous usage of HCPCF in fields as large and diverse as nonlinear optic, metrology, atom optics, plasma physics, etc^[@CR37],[@CR38]^, their potential for quantum information has only recently become apparent. Liquid filled HCPCF have been used to explore Raman-tailored photon-pair generation^[@CR39],[@CR40]^ which consists of optimising the phase-matching frequency ranges in order to avoid an overlap with the discrete Raman-lines of the liquids. Finger *et al*.^[@CR34],[@CR41]^ use an IC-HCPCF filled with a noble gas (argon) in order to generate Raman-free squeezed-vacuum bright twin-beam. In this study, we use a gas-filled IC-HCPCF architecture to demonstrate, for the first time, the possibility of Raman-free spontaneous photon-pair generation through four-wave mixing inside a fiber. The combination of this result with the versatility of this IC-HCPCF platform in tuning and engineering the spectral correlation between the two photons of the pairs opens a new technological path to low cost and robust quantum communication networks.

Results {#Sec2}
=======

Fiber design {#Sec3}
------------

The source is a hollow-core fiber filled with xenon gas. Figure [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} shows the fabricated fiber consisting of 8 silica tubes encircling the core area (radius R =22 μm). The strategy to reduce the RS noise to a negligible level is threefold. Firstly, since light propagates into a hollow-core, only a minute fraction of the optical spatial mode overlaps with silica (\<10^−5^ according to our simulations). Secondly, filling the core with a noble gas ensures that the optical guided mode interacts with a Raman-scattering inactive medium. And thirdly, to mitigate the effect of the tiny overlap with silica, the fiber design was chosen to allow far-detuned phase-matching where signal and idler photon frequencies are separated by 99.3 THz from the pump^[@CR42]^. With such large detuning, the photons are created well above the most significant Raman line located at 13.1 THz. Only higher order RS interactions involving more than 5 phonons lead to such detuning^[@CR13],[@CR15]^. Such a far-detuned phase-matching has also the beneficial effect of a negligible pump diffusion and allows the use of lossless dichroic mirrors and broadband bandpass filters to separate the emitted photons from the pump. By eliminating the RS, the main objective of this strategy is to generate fibered photon-pairs with the highest possible signal to noise ratio. Finally, the fiber dispersion has been designed such that the phase-matching configuration gives a signal at 760--800 nm wavelength range, which is compatible with Rubidium or Cesium absorption spectral locations, and lies in the range of Silicon single photon detector, and an idler at telecom wavelength (See Supplementary Note [1d](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). Moreover, as previously demonstrated^[@CR42]^, such IC-HCPCF allows to engineer the spectral correlations. Here we have chosen a configuration that minimizes spectral correlations^[@CR43]^. This allows, when using the signal photon to herald the idler, to obtain a telecom wavelength single photon with high state purity.Figure 1(**a**) Experimental setup. Light pulses from a Yb laser with a duration of 230 fs, repetition rate of 2 MHz and a central wavelength of *λ*~*p*~ = 1033 nm are coupled to the gas-filled HCPCF. The propagation loss at pump, signal and idler wavelengths are below 0.1 dB/m (see Supplementary Note [1e](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). Prior to the fiber, a half-wave plate controls the laser polarization. At the fiber output, the signal and idler are separated thanks to a set of 3 dichroic mirrors, together with one broadband filter (shortpass and longpass filter for the signal and idler arm, respectively) and one bandpass filter (10 nm width for the signal and 12 nm for the idler) on each arm. Since signal and idler wavelengths are not in the same frequency range, the detectors are either Si or InGaAs single-photon detectors (both with single mode fiber coupling). (**b**) Measured central idler frequency as a function of xenon gas pressure. The right axis gives the associated signal frequencies fulfilling energy conservation. The dark line corresponds to the simulated phase-matched frequencies. The red star indicates the experimental configuration.

Figure [1b](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the source tunability by showing the measured signal and idler wavelengths when the gas pressure is varied from 2 to 5 bar^[@CR42]^. The results show that within this short pressure range, the idler covers both S--C and L telecom band, when the fiber is pumped with laser set at 1033 nm. The star symbol indicates our operating experimental parameters (i.e. a gas-pressure of 4 bar, a signal wavelength at *λ*~*s*~ = 700 nm and the idler at *λ*~*i*~ = 1570 nm) set for the heralded single photon source detailed below.

Photon-pair source {#Sec4}
------------------

The set-up to characterize the performances of the source is described in Fig. [1a](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}. Femtosecond laser pulses are injected into the fundamental spatial mode of the gas-filled HCPCF and create co-propagating photon pairs within the fiber core. At the fiber output, the signal and idler photons are filtered and detected individually using standard coincidence correlation scheme. Our analysis relies on the pump power dependence of (i) the recorded counts on signal and idler path detectors and (ii) peaks of the histograms of time delays between signal and idler detections. The recorded counts include parametric photons evolving quadratically with pump power, Raman-scattered photons evolving linearly and the independently measured constant dark counts with respective coefficients *c*~*x*~, *b*~*x*~ and *a*~*x*~ with *x* ∈ {s, i} for signal and idler. Thus, by fitting the evolution of the count number as a function of the injected pump power *P*, one can evaluate the different contributions:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${N}_{x}={a}_{x}+{b}_{x}P+{c}_{x}{P}^{2}$$\end{document}$$

The count rate of signal and idler photons as a function of the average pump power is shown in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}. The perfect match (see Supplementary Note [2a](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}) with a quadratic polynomial $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$(\,\propto \,{P}^{2})$$\end{document}$, over more than one decade, is a first element of proof of photon-pair generation and of the negligible RS. Furthermore, the number of detected signal and idler counts can then be simply written: $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${N}_{s/i}={{\rm{DC}}}_{s/i}+{T}_{s/i}\eta {P}^{2}$$\end{document}$ where $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${{\rm{DC}}}_{s/i}$$\end{document}$ designates the dark count, *η* the generation efficiency, *P* the pump power and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${T}_{s/i}$$\end{document}$ the overall transmission in the signal and idler paths including detector quantum efficiencies (typically $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${T}_{s}\approx 18 \% $$\end{document}$ and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${T}_{i}\approx 6 \% $$\end{document}$ essentially limited by detector quantum efficiencies and coupling efficiency in the single mode fibers connected to the detectors).Figure 2(**a**) Signal and (**b**) idler counts as a function of the average pump power. The red lines correspond to a pure quadratic fit (*c*~*s/i*~ *P*^2^). The dark counts have been subtracted (*a*~*s*~ = 313 Hz, *a*~*i*~ = 2120 Hz). Fit parameters: *c*~*s*~ = 0.66 s^−1^m W^−2^ and *c*~*i*~ = 0.27 s^−1^m W^−2^. The different single-photon count rates in the two channels are mainly due to the different quantum efficiencies of signal and idler detectors.

Figure [3a](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} shows an example of a recorded histogram depicting the number of occurrences within a 10 *s* window, as a function of the delay $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\Delta {t}_{si}$$\end{document}$ between signal and idler detections. Three types of events can be distinguished through their time delay:*Coincidences* $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$({N}_{{\rm{coinc}}})$$\end{document}$ i.e. simultaneous detection from the signal and idler paths mostly quantifies signal and idler photons from the same pair $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${N}_{{\rm{pair}}}$$\end{document}$. A small fraction of this main peak is due to "false coincidences", which can result from noise photons (Raman or DC).*Accidentals* $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$({N}_{{\rm{acc}}})$$\end{document}$ from the secondary peaks correspond to either parametric $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$({N}_{{\rm{param}}-{\rm{param}}})$$\end{document}$ or Raman-scattered ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${N}_{param-Raman}$$\end{document}$ and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${N}_{Raman-Raman}$$\end{document}$) photons generated by different pump pulses. These peaks are separated by multiples of the 500 ns period corresponding to the 2 MHz repetition rate of the laser.*Uncorrelated* events $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$({N}_{{\rm{unco}}})$$\end{document}$ are not temporally correlated to the pump pulses. They involve a dark count on the first detector and parametric $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$({N}_{Raman-DC})$$\end{document}$, or another dark count $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$({N}_{DC-DC})$$\end{document}$ on the second detector and they are distributed on all the bins of the histogram.Figure 3(**a**) Recorded time delay histogram: occurrences in log scale as a function of the delay $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\Delta {t}_{si}$$\end{document}$ between signal and idler detections (P = 30 mW, *t*~bin~ = 1.4 ns). (**b**) Schematic time delay histograms in arbitrary units with the power dependence (i →*P*^*i*^) of the various contributions to the peaks in our source compared to a source with RS. (**c--e**), measured coincidences $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$({N}_{{\rm{coinc}}})$$\end{document}$, accidentals (*N*~acc~) and uncorrelated $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$({N}_{{\rm{unco}}})$$\end{document}$, as a function of the average pump power in linear and (**f**) log scale. The coloured lines correspond to the polynomial fit with fit parameters: *C*~*c*~ = 3.1 × 10^−2^ s^−1^mW^−2^, *C*~*a*~ = 7.8 × 10^−8^ s^−1^mW^−4^ *C*~*u*~ = 1.2 × 10^−6^ s^−1^mW^−2^.

The various contributions to the different types of events can be evaluated through their different pump power dependence and their position in the temporal histogram are described in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} and Fig. [3b](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}. Consequently, in our source, the clear quadratic power dependence of the coincidences (Fig. [3c](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}) and uncorrelated events (Fig. [3e](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}) as well as the net power fourth dependence of the accidentals (Fig. [3d](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}) are a second strong signature of negligible RS noise (see also Fig. [3f](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} for a comparison in log scale). Indeed, in the case of RS, which is not detected here, odd power polynomial terms in pump power would have appeared (see Fig. [3b](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} and Supplementary Note [2a](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"} for detailed fit parameters). The further characterizations presented hereafter confirm this analysis:Table 1Different time histogram events and their characteristics.Type of detection eventsDenominationPower dependencePosition in the histogramparametric from the same pair$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${N}_{{\rm{DC}}-{\rm{DC}}}$$\end{document}$ConstantUncorrelated**Additional events in presence of Raman-scattering**Raman and parametric$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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A standard measure of the signal to noise ratio of a photon-pair source is the coincidence-to-accidental ratio (CAR):$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\rm{CAR}}=\frac{{N}_{coinc}}{{N}_{acc}}$$\end{document}$$

In the regime of negligible dark-counts, the CAR of our source is expected to decrease as 1/*P*^2^ as the numerator increases quadratically with pump power $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$({N}_{{\rm{coinc}}}\approx {N}_{{\rm{pair}}})$$\end{document}$ whereas the denominator has a power fourth dependence with power $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$({N}_{{\rm{acc}}}\approx {N}_{{\rm{param}}-{\rm{param}}})$$\end{document}$. It is important not to associate $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${N}_{{\rm{param}}-{\rm{param}}}$$\end{document}$ with the detection of multiple-pairs within one pump pulse. Such events are actually negligible in first approximation as the number of generated photon per pulse is of the order of 10^−3^. $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${N}_{{\rm{param}}-{\rm{param}}}$$\end{document}$ rather corresponds to the detection of parametric photons from different pump pulses. On the time-delay histogram, this term therefore does not appear in the coincidence peak but only in the accidentals. This contribution is related to the effect of losses in the setup and not to an intrinsic noise in the source (see Supplementary Note [2c](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). Figure [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"} shows the measured CAR of the source as a function of the average pump power. This decreasing CAR with pump power results in the usual trade off between brightness and signal to noise ratio. The CAR reaches a maximum of 2740 which is, to our knowledge, the best CAR reported in any fiber architecture. This high CAR, obtained at room temperature is a direct consequence of the drastic reduction of the RS noise. This value is currently only limited by the high level of dark-counts $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${({\rm{QE}}}_{i}\approx 0.2/{{\rm{QE}}}_{s}\approx 0.6)$$\end{document}$ of the used detectors, paving the way to even higher performances (see Supplementary Note [2b](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}).Figure 4(**a**) CAR and heralded second order cross-correlation as a function of the average pump power. The best CAR equals 2740. The integration time is 1 hour. The measured CAR at lowest power (10 mW) deviates from the trend as the accidentals peaks become saturated by the uncorrelated noise. The red and blue curves are a fit of the form $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\propto 1/{P}^{2}$$\end{document}$ and *P*^2^ respectively. (**b**) Non-heralded second order coherence. (**c**) Simulated joint spectral amplitude. The dashed lines give the width of the bandpass filters used in the experiment.

In the absence of RS, the generation efficiency *η* can be easily inferred from the power dependence of the second-order correlation function defined as the ratio of coincidences and the product of signal and idler counts^[@CR44]^:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${g}_{si}^{(2)}(0)=\frac{{N}_{coinc}}{({N}_{s}-D{C}_{s})({N}_{i}-D{C}_{i})}\approx \frac{1}{\eta {P}^{2}}$$\end{document}$$which does not require the knowledge of the overall loss and detection efficiency. We obtain $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\eta \approx 2.6\,{.10}^{-6}\,{{\rm{mW}}}^{-2}/{\rm{pulse}}$$\end{document}$. Considering the power range used in our experiments, this gives a generation rate that varies from 2.610^−4^ to 2.610^−2^ per pulse, meaning a photon-pair rate in between 0.5 to 52 kHz. It is noteworthy that the low brightness figure of this first demonstration, could be improved by 4 orders of magnitude with an optimized design with realistic parameters: the nonlinearity could be increased by using a smaller fiber core radius; the gain would then be further enhanced by the higher gas pressure required to obtain the same phase-matching condition as nonlinearity also increases with gas pressure (Supplementary Note [1c](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). The fiber length could also be increased as well as the repetition rate of the pump laser (2 MHz) that is much lower than the typical 80--100 MHz of many reported sources. Let us stress that the brightness figures depend very strongly on the measurement conditions: pump power, repetition rate and pulse duration, signal and idler detection frequency bandwidths, detector quantum efficiency and dead time.

As a conclusion of this photon-pair source characterization, we have achieved the first spontaneous photon-pair generation in a gas-filled HCPCF and, as a consequence of the negligible RS noise, the highest reported CAR in a fibered source.

Heralded single-photon source {#Sec5}
-----------------------------

This source can be used as a heralded single photon source at telecom wavelength by using the signal photon at 770 nm to herald the idler. The quality of the resulting source can be derived from the heralded second order coherence function $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${g}_{H}^{(2)}$$\end{document}$. It is measured by adding a beamsplitter on the idler arm (see Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} inset II) and comparing threefold and twofold coincidences between the signal and the two idler single photon detectors^[@CR44],[@CR45]^:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${g}_{H}^{(2)}(0)=0$$\end{document}$ for a perfect single photon source^[@CR46]^. A non-zero value reveals the presence of multi-photon generation or any source of noise (RS, residual pump, etc). Figure [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"} shows the measured heralded $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${g}_{H}^{(2)}(0)$$\end{document}$ increases quadratically with pump power (blue curve) as expected^[@CR25]^, whereas it would saturate to a linear dependence in the presence of RS noise^[@CR44]^.

The heralding efficiency, i.e. the probability that an idler photon is present given the detection of its twin, is also a very important characteristic of the heralded photon source. We measure a value of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\eta }_{{\rm{herald}}}\approx 27 \% $$\end{document}$ which is comparable with other reported fiber sources^[@CR10],[@CR12],[@CR48]^.

Another fundamental parameter is the purity of the heralded telecom photon. The fiber design was chosen to exhibit near spectral factorability of the photon-pair state, as demonstrated in^[@CR42]^. The singular-value decomposition of the simulated joint spectral amplitude (Fig. [4c](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}) provides an upper bound of the purity of the idler photon: *P*~*i*~ \< 90%^[@CR49]^. This upper bound assumes a flat spectral phase and a perfectly homogeneous fiber. The purity can be derived experimentally from the non-heralded second-order coherence $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${g}_{NH}^{(2)}(0)$$\end{document}$ which is measured with our setup by ignoring the heralding signal (see Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} inset II) and is given by^[@CR44]^:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${g}_{NH}^{(2)}(0)$$\end{document}$ of the heralded telecom photon is shown in Fig. [4b](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}. The value is rather constant over the measured power range with a mean value of 1.74 ± 0.32 and yields a maximum of 1.91 ± 0.31. The high purity $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${P}_{i}\approx 74 \% $$\end{document}$ of the telecom photon obtained without resorting to narrowband spectral filtering is an experimental proof of the spectral correlation engineering possibilities of the gas-filled HCPCF platform.

Discussion {#Sec6}
==========

We have demonstrated the first tunable photon-pair source based on a gas-filled hollow-core photonic crystal fiber. Filled with a monoatomic gas, this architecture allows Raman-free nonlinear optics within the fiber at room temperature. As a consequence, the source exhibits outstanding performances in terms of signal to noise ratio, with state of the art CAR and heralded $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${g}_{H}^{(2)}(0)$$\end{document}$, despite the low performances of our detectors. This first design already outperforms other well-established strategies to reduce Raman-scattering noise as shown in Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}. The control of the two photon frequencies over a large range through gas pressure tuning, thus enabling for choosing specific telecom channel or atomic transitions is also a remarkable feature of our source.Figure 5Comparison of state of the art fiber photon-pair sources. The corresponding reference is indicated in square brackets.

Furthermore, we show that the source can also be used as a fibered heralded single photon source at telecom wavelength with good heralding efficiency and purity showing that spectral correlation engineering of the photon-pairs has effectively allowed the generation of factorable pair states. This first demonstration shows that this new platform of gas-core photonic crystal fibers is very promising and could provide versatile sources that can be designed to satisfy the requirements of many quantum information applications.
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